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MAKE ART, NOT FACES!
art ed dance with the lockdown

The project was held at the Technical University of Liberec

Liberec,
Czech Rep.

It was designed as an online teaching solution
for primary school teacher trainees

Project
description
The project represents a set of
gradually assigned art tasks,
which are based on

3

March 12, 2020 schools were closed

March 14, 2020 the main concept of
the project as a need of
a quick organization of
distance learning

1) an introduction of a chosen artist and
their work,
2) a short follow-up task focused on
creation, perception or interpretation
An important part is the sharing within
the Facebook open group platform and
the possibility to respond to the work of
other members.

The platform was open to all and
served:
1) students as a means of distance
learning
2) teachers as an inspiration for their
classes

3) the public as a relaxation activity

original facebook group screen shot

Project in dates
and numbers

March 16, 2020 publication of the first
post
May 14, 2020

45th and the very last
task was posted

45 tasks
579 members from 100 cities
1679 comments
3833 reactions

Everyday objects
Victor Nunes: A Brazilian artist. Victor
combines everyday objects with simple
illustrations and he turns them into images
of faces, animals and other playful scenes.
His paintings encourage us to look at the
world differently.
Place any object on a piece of paper and
finish it in a way that it is part of something
else.

Karolína Čápová

Hanička, 7 years

Shadowlogy
Vincent Bal: A Belgian filmmaker and illustrator who
works with the shadows of everyday objects resting
in the sun and he creates surprising situational
drawings from them.
Some "dark sides" can be also cheerful. Play with
unexpected shapes of shadows of everyday objects
and finish them with a simple drawing. (If the 🌞 is not
shining, use 🔦📱)

Peter Galata: Titanic

Jana Stará

PaperLUSION
HuskMitNavn (born 1975): A Danish artist. It is still not
known who he is (probably Banksy's friend :). He thinks that
it is terribly boring to listen to an artist explaining what his
work is about, so he does not comment on it. (Such as
Klimt.)
Sometimes the act of destruction does not lead to
extinction but to the beginning of something new. Crumple
up and tear the paper. 1) Then feel free to throw it away if it
does you any good. We recommend this step even if you
have sneezed or coughed on it. Or 2) You better take your
face mask on and use these methods (it can be also
bending, folding) and create a 3D work with a pencil.

Alžběta Ženíšková

(Use 1 piece of paper,
no tape, glue,
nor hot melt glue gun.)

Zdeňka Voráčová

It is watching
Keith Larsen: An American illustrator and musician who
has both: imagination and the other thing. Thanks to this, his
drawings are created on the basis of the faces he sees in
objects. He also writes short stories to them.)
“I’m a dandy dapper dampener. Fires tickle my fancy, those
are no match for me. Remove my monocle you must, for the
water to flee. When it comes to parking, I know I’m a nuisance.
But when your dog pees, I’m somehow translucent. I’m a
damn dampened hydrant.”
Have you ever seen something that wasn't really what you
thought it was? This is good, because it shows that 1) your
imagination is not bad at all :) or 2) you have Pareidolia ...
(google it :))

Adéla Pokorná

Take a picture of anything
that doesn't have a face
and yet it is looking at you!

Jirka Ježek

Tidying up
Ursus Wehrli (born 1969): A Swiss artist and comedian
who became famous for his cleaning (not only) in art.
Clean, sort, organize, arrange. The cleaning mania has
become his work, it constantly entertains the audience
and his works evoke a smile on our faces 😃. And we all
need that now, don't we ?!
It is said that it is good to be occupied in the current
regime, for example, with housework:)

Tereza Horáčková

Clean what you want according to Ursus Wehrli! Take a
picture of it before and after ...

Kateřina Blažková

Join us
https://www.facebook.com/groups/netvarseatvor/

Have fun
https://www.facebook.com/zuza.vorsilka/videos/1031547840579711/

Stay connected
hana.valesova@tul.cz
zuzana.pechova@tul.cz

THANK YOU
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